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AMS-02 might have identified 6 3! He and 2 4! He. The event rate is ~ 1!He for 10
! 8He.
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AMS-02 might have identified 6 3! He and 2 4! He. The event rate is ~ 1!He for 10
! 8He.
Massive Monte Carlo simulations are carried out to evaluate significance: AMS sensitivity ~ 5*10-10
Kounine, ICRC 2011
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AMS-02 might have identified 6 3! He and 2 4! He. The event rate is ~ 1!He for 10
! 8He.
Massive Monte Carlo simulations are carried out to evaluate significance: AMS sensitivity ~ 5*10-10
Current event rate is ~ 20 times above the claimed sensitivity.
V. Poulin - LUPM (CNRS)
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Determination of the coalescence momentum
Monte Carlo simulations show different results depending on simulator / data sets / ! s

Ⓒ Pierre Salati

Ibarra & Wild, JCAP 1302 (2013)

Gomez-Coral ++ PRD98 (2018)

Dal & Raklev, PRD89 (2014)
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Alice can measure the coalescence factor
Collaborations (e.g. Alice) provide us with
measurements of the coalescence factor B
d 3Np Z
d 3Nn N
d 3NA
EA
= BA Ep 3
En
3
(
)
(
dpA
dpp
dpn3 )

Acharya++ PRDC97 (2018)
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What about ! He?
First measurement of !4He by the STAR collaboration in Au-Au collision at ! s = 200 GeV/n
4

! He/ 3He ≃ 10−3

STAR Collaboration, Nature 473 (2011)
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Secondaries cannot explain ! He
The coalescence scenario predicts a hierarchy in the flux of anti-nuclei φA+1≈10-3-10-4φA
AMS measurement is ~ 6 orders of magnitude above !4He “secondary” prediction
Where is the anti-De???

VP, Salati++ PRD99 (2019)
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All (recent) predictions agree!

Blum++ 1704.05431

Korsmeier++ 1711.08465

Blum++ 2017: AMS (5yrs) could detect~1 or 2 events if B3 = 10*B3 from Alice! AMS has
detected ~6 events. probability -> 0.
Korsmeier++ 2017: ~1-2 orders of magnitude below measurement.
Same conclusions in Cirelli++ 2014, Herms++2016 etc…
V. Poulin - LUPM (CNRS)
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What about Dark Matter?
The Dark Matter explanation suffers from very similar issues! Anti-He produced via
coalescence of anti-proton and anti-neutron.
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What about Dark Matter?
The Dark Matter explanation suffers from very similar issues! Anti-He produced via
coalescence of anti-proton and anti-neutron.

Coalescence factor can change: very different kinematic + non-nuclear material.
It leads to typically smaller values of BA.

Korsmeier++ 1711.08465
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Dark Matter is at odds with AMS-02 events

Coogan&Profumo, PRD96 (2017)

Korsmeier++ 1711.08465

The Dark Matter flux peaks at low kinetic energy compared to the background.
AMS should see associated !De and p̄
! : Most of the parameter space is ruled out by p̄
! .
Dark Matter models cannot produce 4! He via coalescence.
V. Poulin - LUPM (CNRS)
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Anti-helium as a probe of an anti-world
“ […] any observation of antihelium or even heavier antinuclei in space would indicate the existence of a large amount of
antimatter elsewhere 10 in the universe.”
STAR collaboration, Nature 473 (2013)
“Production of anti-helium or heavier anti-nuclei in the interaction of ordinary matter in space is totally negligible;
therefore observation of single anti-helium in space would constitute a strong argument in favor of such anti-matter
domains.”
A. Kounine, proceedings of the ICRC 2011
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Anti-helium as a probe of an anti-world
“ […] any observation of antihelium or even heavier antinuclei in space would indicate the existence of a large amount of
antimatter elsewhere 10 in the universe.”
STAR collaboration, Nature 473 (2013)
“Production of anti-helium or heavier anti-nuclei in the interaction of ordinary matter in space is totally negligible;
therefore observation of single anti-helium in space would constitute a strong argument in favor of such anti-matter
domains.”
A. Kounine, proceedings of the ICRC 2011

It has already been noted that observation of a single !4He could indicate the presence of anti-objects.
Theoretically, anti-objects could be in a diffuse form (e.g. anti-clouds) or in a compact form (e.g.
anti-stars).
Questions: i) How can such objects be produced?
ii) Can such objects survive over cosmological timescale?
iii) How can such objects accelerate CRs?
iv) How many of these objects do we need to explain the measurements?
e.g. Dolgov&Silk 1993, Bambi&Dolgov 2007, Dolgov++ 0806.2986, Dolgov++ 1309.2746, Blinnikov++ 1409.5736
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Anti-matter in the universe
From BBN and CMB we know
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Anti-matter in the universe
From BBN and CMB we know

homogeneous, baryo-symmetric universe + Standard Model

Where does the observed baryon asymmetry comes from?
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Anti-matter in the universe
From BBN and CMB we know

homogeneous, baryo-symmetric universe + Standard Model

Where does the observed baryon asymmetry comes from?

Three types of cosmological baryon asymmetry:
i) β is homogeneous, the universe is 100% matter dominated;
ii) average β is 0 but there are very large domains of matter and anti-matter;
iii) β is not spatially constant: there are lumps of antimatter in a matter dominated universe.
e.g. Bambi&Dolgov 2007

Given the large anti-matter flux measured by AMS-02 in our galaxy, we focus on scenario iii)
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Anti-cloud cannot survive in our Galaxy

−1
! can annihilate with !p in the ISM at a rate: τ! ann
p̄
= (np⟨σpp v⟩)

Our Galaxy exists since roughly t! gal ≃ 2.8 × 1017 s .
Plug in the annihilation cross-section => !np < 6.1 × 10−5 cm−3 .
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Anti-cloud cannot survive in our Galaxy

−1
! can annihilate with !p in the ISM at a rate: τ! ann
p̄
= (np⟨σpp v⟩)

Our Galaxy exists since roughly t! gal ≃ 2.8 × 1017 s .
Plug in the annihilation cross-section => !np < 6.1 × 10−5 cm−3 .
Anti-clouds cannot survive unless there is a segregation between matter and anti-matter
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Anisotropic BBN and the isotopic ratio
Standard BBN predicts in the ISM: 4He/3He ~104. Within CRs, spallation leads to 4He/3He~5.
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Problem: observed isotopic ratio is 0.3.

Solution: anisotropic BBN! if η is not homogeneous, there could be pockets dominated by
antimatter with very low density.
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Anisotropic BBN and the isotopic ratio
Standard BBN predicts in the ISM: 4He/3He ~104. Within CRs, spallation leads to 4He/3He~5.
Problem: observed isotopic ratio is 0.3.

Solution: anisotropic BBN! if η is not homogeneous, there could be pockets dominated by
antimatter with very low density.
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Anti-stars in the galaxy?
Antidomains could have formed compact objects: naturally free of normal matter!
Annihilations only occur at the surface of these objects.
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they have to be primordial!
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Primordial anti-stars could form from very dense clumps in anti-matter dominated region. It
requires strong iso-curvature perturbations at small scales: almost no constraints!

Idea similar to the formation of primordial black holes, already suggested over 25 years
ago!
Dolgov&Silk 1993
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Anti-stars in the galaxy?
Antidomains could have formed compact objects: naturally free of normal matter!
Annihilations only occur at the surface of these objects.

Anti-stars cannot form from a anti-cloud because it would not survive in the early universe:
they have to be primordial!

Primordial anti-stars could form from very dense clumps in anti-matter dominated region. It
requires strong iso-curvature perturbations at small scales: almost no constraints!

Idea similar to the formation of primordial black holes, already suggested over 25 years
ago!
Dolgov&Silk 1993

How many of them? What mass & composition? What is the acceleration mechanism?
V. Poulin - LUPM (CNRS)
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High-energy cosmic rays from anti-stars
Even if such objects were created in the early universe, it is unclear how they can
lead to high-energy cosmic rays.
Do they lead to supernovae explosion that accelerate the surrounding medium? Do they
experience solar flares? Could there be thermo-nuclear explosions from annihilations at the
surface?
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If 10-8 of the mass of a single anti-helium star with M =M⦿ is ejected in the galaxy,
it can explain AMS-02 events!
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If 10-8 of the mass of a single anti-helium star with M =M⦿ is ejected in the galaxy,
it can explain AMS-02 events!
Helium would escape the galaxy in 108 yrs ~ 10-3tgal: there might be a population of stars!
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Conclusions
AMS-02 has tentatively measured 6 anti-3He and 2 anti-4He: These events cannot be
explained by the standard spallation and coalescence scenario. Dark Matter faces similar difficulty.
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Conclusions
AMS-02 has tentatively measured 6 anti-3He and 2 anti-4He: These events cannot be
explained by the standard spallation and coalescence scenario. Dark Matter faces similar difficulty.
AMS-02 (tentative) discovery has major consequences for our understanding of the early universe:
it is far from trivial to explain these events.

Anti-clouds might explain AMS but cannot survive unless they are almost free of normal matter
along cosmic history: segregation mechanism?

Alternatively, primordial anti-stars could be formed in the early universe from strong iso-curvature
perturbations at small scales.
Depending on the (unknown) acceleration mechanism, it is conceivable that a single near-by antistar contributes to the AMS-02 observation.
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Back-up
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Survival rate in the Early Universe
In many scenarios, anti-regions will be produced in the early universe. The same calculation
can be performed at that epoch.
The hubble time before matter-radiation equality (zeq>3500) is

tH ≃ 5 × 1019(1 + z)−2 s

Before BBN (z>106), annihilation happens in the relativistic regime. The constraint on the
local proton density from requiring tann>tH is:
67
local
−8 cosmo
(z
>
z
)
<
⇒
n
(z
)
<
1.9
×
10
np
(zBBN)
BBN
p
BBN
cosmo
(
)
np
1+z
nplocal
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The hubble time before matter-radiation equality (zeq>3500) is
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Below zeq, the constraint relaxes to
nplocal

6.3 × 10−2
(z < zeq) <
cosmo
np
(1 + z)3/2
If anti-domains were formed before BBN,
there must be less than 1 baryon per 108 anti-baryons within them!
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Clouds of anti-matter in our galaxy?
Anti-clouds in our galaxy could explain AMS-02 events.
How many of them? What are their densities? What volume would they occupy?
AMS-02 measurements can help us answer these questions.
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Clouds of anti-matter in our galaxy?
Anti-clouds in our galaxy could explain AMS-02 events.
How many of them? What are their densities? What volume would they occupy?
AMS-02 measurements can help us answer these questions.
Assumption: acceleration and propagation of Cosmic Rays are identical for matter
and anti-matter.

ϕHe NHe
nHeVHe
≃
=
⇒ nHeVHe ≃ 10−8(nHeVHe)
ϕHe
NHe ( nHeVHe )

Measured by AMS-02: 10-8

what we want to learn

Are there small, very dense objects or large, very dilute anti-domains?
V. Poulin - LUPM (CNRS)
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Some implications of the BBN calculation
N(4 He)
N(p)
≃ 0.3 ⇒
≃ 105
N(3He)
N(3He)

This immediately predicts density ratio:

We predict ~ 104 primary anti-proton and ~0.1 De event.
This is potentially detectable with AMS-02!
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We predict ~ 104 primary anti-proton and ~0.1 De event.
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Moreover, we know in the ISM: np=10nHe. AMS-02 therefore implies:
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If we assume anti-clouds are spherical with radius 1 parsec (arbitrary)
−3
r
c
−3
np ≃ 105 − 106.5Nc−1
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.
( 1 cm−3 )( 1 pc )

np

A few, very dense anti-clouds could explain AMS events!
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Some implications of the BBN calculation
N(4 He)
N(p)
≃ 0.3 ⇒
≃ 105
N(3He)
N(3He)

This immediately predicts density ratio:

We predict ~ 104 primary anti-proton and ~0.1 De event.
This is potentially detectable with AMS-02!

Moreover, we know in the ISM: np=10nHe. AMS-02 therefore implies:
np
ϕHe nHeVHe
VM
−8
≃
≃ 10 ⇒
≃ 10−4
( np )( VM )
ϕHe
nHeVHe

If we assume anti-clouds are spherical with radius 1 parsec (arbitrary)
−3
r
c
−3
np ≃ 105 − 106.5Nc−1
cm
.
( 1 cm−3 )( 1 pc )

np

A few, very dense anti-clouds could explain AMS events!

Question: can such objects survive in our galaxy? can we see them in 𝛾-rays?
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𝛾-Ray constraints
Annihilations lead to 𝛾-rays that can be detected.
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𝛾-Ray constraints
Annihilations lead to 𝛾-rays that can be detected.

There are three types of searches that can provide strong constraints:
i) searches for distinctive spectral features such as a gamma-ray line;
ii) searches for morphological features localized on the sky, either from extended or point
sources;
iii) searches for a continuous spectrum of gamma-rays extending over large area on the sky (e.g.
extragalactic 𝛾-ray background).
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𝛾-Ray constraints
Annihilations lead to 𝛾-rays that can be detected.

There are three types of searches that can provide strong constraints:
i) searches for distinctive spectral features such as a gamma-ray line;
ii) searches for morphological features localized on the sky, either from extended or point
sources;
iii) searches for a continuous spectrum of gamma-rays extending over large area on the sky (e.g.
extragalactic 𝛾-ray background).

Type i) and iii) can provide very strong constraints on the overlap of matter/anti-matter region.
Type ii) could explain some unassociated sources in the 3FGL catalog.
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Constraints from a 𝛾-ray line
𝛾-ray constraints can be much stronger than the survival rate. Let’s see for instance
pp̄ → π 0γ, ηγ, ωγ, η′γ, ϕγ, γγ .
the case of a line from

Ackermann++ 1506.00013
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Constraints from a 𝛾-ray line
𝛾-ray constraints can be much stronger than the survival rate. Let’s see for instance
pp̄ → π 0γ, ηγ, ωγ, η′γ, ϕγ, γγ .
the case of a line from
These processes produce line with energy between 0.66 GeV and 0.933 GeV.
Decay of mesons will lead to continuum below the proton mass. We ignore this for
simplicity.

Ackermann++ 1506.00013
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Constraints from a 𝛾-ray line
𝛾-ray constraints can be much stronger than the survival rate. Let’s see for instance
pp̄ → π 0γ, ηγ, ωγ, η′γ, ϕγ, γγ .
the case of a line from
These processes produce line with energy between 0.66 GeV and 0.933 GeV.
Decay of mesons will lead to continuum below the proton mass. We ignore this for
simplicity.
Using the FermiLAT data and the largest region “R180”, we calculate
m

Φπ 0pγ =

∫

R180
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∫

dℓ dΩ ρπMW
0γ
R180

dΩ

< 6.8 × 10−7cm−2s−1
Ackermann++ 1506.00013
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We assume clouds homogeneously distributed in the disk, with a small thickness of
0.1 kpc perpendicular to the disk.
FermiLAT allows to set (in the case of a cold cloud)
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nplocal ≲ 10−10 − 2 × 10−9 cm−3 .
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𝛾-ray constraints can be much stronger than the survival rate. Let’s see for instance
pp̄ → π 0γ, ηγ, ωγ, η′γ, ϕγ, γγ .
the case of a line from
These processes produce line with energy between 0.66 GeV and 0.933 GeV.
Decay of mesons will lead to continuum below the proton mass. We ignore this for
simplicity.
Using the FermiLAT data and the largest region “R180”, we calculate
m

Φπ 0pγ =

∫

R180

∫

dℓ dΩ ρπMW
0γ
R180

dΩ

< 6.8 × 10−7cm−2s−1
Ackermann++ 1506.00013

We assume clouds homogeneously distributed in the disk, with a small thickness of
0.1 kpc perpendicular to the disk.
FermiLAT allows to set (in the case of a cold cloud)

nplocal ≲ 10−10 − 2 × 10−9 cm−3 .

FermiLAT can be used to improve constraints by 2 orders of magnitude!
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What could be wrong? (1)

The coalescence scenario could be wrong:

•

Using the anti-De measurements we can predict what the anti-3He coalescence factor should be:
very good agreement with what is measured by ALICE
De
pcoal
∈ [0.218,0.262] GeV

•

He
pcoal
∈ [0.208,0.262] GeV

We have assumed a constant coalescence factor: could there be resonances?

Gomez-Coral ++ PRD98 (2018)

no resonances observed in Alice data nor in MonteCarlo
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What could be wrong? (2)
The measurements could be problematic:
• Sensitivity to anti-De is much worse than that to anti-3He: did we miss them?
• The mass of the anti-4He could have been mis-reconstructed.
• Of course, the sign could be wrong…
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Anti-cloud cannot survive in our Galaxy
Our Galaxy exists since roughly

tgal ≃ 2.8 × 1017 s .

antiproton can annihilate with proton in the ISM at a rate:
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Depending on temperature, the thermally averaged cross-section times velocity is

Steigman 1976
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Our Galaxy exists since roughly

tgal ≃ 2.8 × 1017 s .

antiproton can annihilate with proton in the ISM at a rate:

−1
τann
= (np⟨σpp v⟩)

Depending on temperature, the thermally averaged cross-section times velocity is

Steigman 1976

Are anti-clouds cold (T<104K) or hot and ionized (T>1010)?
Requiring tann > tgal leads to
npcold < 3.5 × 10−8 cm−3
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nphot < 6.1 × 10−5 cm−3 .
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Anti-cloud cannot survive in our Galaxy
Our Galaxy exists since roughly

tgal ≃ 2.8 × 1017 s .

antiproton can annihilate with proton in the ISM at a rate:

−1
τann
= (np⟨σpp v⟩)

Depending on temperature, the thermally averaged cross-section times velocity is

Steigman 1976

Are anti-clouds cold (T<104K) or hot and ionized (T>1010)?
Requiring tann > tgal leads to
npcold < 3.5 × 10−8 cm−3

nphot < 6.1 × 10−5 cm−3 .

Anti-clouds cannot survive unless there is a segregation between matter and anti-matter
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